—she loves candles) here and there in the foliage to burn in the shadows;
they seemed somewhat religious, nevertheless they were a good decora-
tion too (even in religion isn't that always the primary motif ?) 5 lovanna's
golden harp brought in from home was placed to the rear for pervasive
incidental music. She played Debussy softly while the ceremony was
taking place.
The cooks for the week were standing back there in the rear room,
ready in tall white caps and white jackets and eager to carve the feast.
They had baked the traditional ring into the wedding cake. Olgivanna's
best wine was bottled from her big cellar casks^for this especial occasion.
The milieu and the menu were quite festive enough and too beautiful, I
should say, even for the wedding of some Russian Lady-of-the-Bed-
chamber.
Then, as had Kay and Davy (Davy's little sister alongside to carry the
bride's bouquet), we all got dressed up. The wedding party climbed into
the old Hillside carryall to be driven in state by the old farm-team over
the hills to the place where the wedding bells had been ringing for at least
half an hour. The bride's headdress got pretty well jolted on the way over
because the tallered canopy of that old rig had been wreathed with wild
grapevines, as a substitute for split covering, and they kept coming down
and mixing in. Thus embowered, beflowered and bedizened, too, we, the
happy Taliesin wedding party, reached the chapel gates (Truth Against
the World) without further incident. Very like the other gay weddings,
although, to me, each seemed nicer than the last.
The ceremony went off with a few tears from the next of kin, but mostly
there were smiles all around. The feast so attractively spread, itself a
superlative decoration, we soon reduced to a mere remnant of its former
self as healths were drunk in our homely wine. And then (indiscretion)
the boys—Edgar in the lead as usual—in the r61e of the local-devil, rushed
the old chapel organ out into the chapel yard, set it down in the grassy
space between the graves and the road. Shaded by the gigantic cotton-
wood that grew by the gate, the youngsters danced old-fashioned square
dances with the bride and groom. Our Fellowship talent took turns playing
the dance tunes on the chapel organ. Some friendly village folk attended
standing there against the dark evergreens to watch the gaiety, and also
some of the old family group were there by another group of evergreens
not seeming too happy, and I soon had reason to know they publicly dis-
approved of this gay use of the sacred chapel and family churchyard shrine.
I noticed their expressions and they were not good. A gathering storm.
Davy and Kay disappeared after a little of this—but soon a small air-
plane zoomed overhead and there they were above and off on wings, for a
wedding journey the modern way. The bride's bouquet had been thrown
to Gene. Upstretched hands waved happiness to the bride and groom as
they sailed away.
Another Taliesin man and wife.
Thereupon followed a family scene in the chapel yard. The storm broke.
Bitter reproaches were lavished upon Olgivanna and myself, the guilty
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